
Flights Team Manager

The HXP Flights Manager provides a best in class travel experience for everyone flying with  the

organization. This person will develop a long term strategy for HXP flights based on relationships and

networking with airline executives around the world. They are a strategic thinker who is able to look

at long-term solutions to current problems while also understanding well the on-going changes in the

airline industry.

Simultaneously they will build and cultivate an in-house flight team known for extreme attention to

details and spectacular negotiation abilities for group flight prices. This team ensures that all flight

arrangements are prepared well beforehand and clearly communicated to stakeholders. This team

manages all flight related emergencies that occur between the months of May-August.

The HXP Flights Manager displays a high degree of emotional intelligence and situational awareness.
They have a habit of respect for others and integrity. They are extremely organized in both their
personal and professional lives. Ultimately, this person finds deep meaning and purpose in loving God
and loving people.

Responsibilities

● Oversee and manage the HXP Flights Team

● Negotiate international group airfare with airlines for 7000+ customers within a competitive budget

● Build relationships and cultivate a positive reputation with airlines

● Train a team to issue tickets, do exchanges, name changes, and deviations

● Answer on-call phone calls regarding flights during the summer

● Develop a team to deal with flight emergencies during the months of May-August

● Maintain and update accurate records using GDS

● Prepare financial records for ARC

Who you are

● 2-3 years in a management role preferably within the travel industry

● Exceptional problem-solving skills

● High attention to detail

● Ability to interact, communicate and negotiate effectively

● Strength in customer service

● Ability to work independently and make decisions with limited oversight

● Work well under pressure and with time constraints



● Fluency in English; multilingual is preferred especially Spanish or Portuguese


